A SEMIGROUP ASSOCIATED WITH A
TRANSFORMATION GROUP(1)
BY

ROBERT ELLIS
Let (X, T, ir) be a transformation
group with compact Hausdorff phase
space X, and let G= [ir'/tET]
be the transition group of (X, T, ir). Then G
is a group of homeomorphisms
of X onto X and so may be regarded as a subset of Xx. The enveloping semigroup E of (X, T, vr) is by definition the closure
of G in Xx [2]. In the first half of this paper algebraic properties of £ are
studied and correlated with recursive properties of T. Here the main theorem
states that proximal is an equivalence relation in X if and only if there is only
one minimal right ideal in £. The latter half of the paper is concerned with the
study of homomorphic images of transformation
groups by means of their
enveloping semigroups. For further reference see [2] and [3].
Topological semigroups occur in the literature;
see [4]. However, the
assumption is generally made that the semigroup multiplication
is bilaterally
continuous. This is a property which the multiplication
in £ does not enjoy.
Standing notation. Throughout
this paper (X, T, it) will denote a transformation group with compact Hausdorff phase space, G its transition group,
and £ its enveloping semigroup. If Q is a concept defined in terms of (X, T, it)
and (F, T, p) is another transformation
group with phase group T and compact

Hausdorff

phase

space

Y, then

Qy or Q(Y,

T, p) will denote

the same

concept defined in terms of (F, T, p). Thus Gy denotes the set [p'/tET]
and
Ey denotes the closure of Gy in YY.
Remark 1. Since Xx may be regarded as the set of maps of X into X, a
semigroup structure
may be introduced
into Xx. Thus if p, qEXx, then pq
denotes the map of X
this structure
and its
semigroup. The maps
qEXx, and the maps

into X such that x(pq) = (xp)q (xEX).
Provided with
cartesian
product topology Xx becomes a compact
p—><Zp(pEXx)
of Xx into Xx are continuous
for all
p-^pq (pEXx)
of Xx into Xx are continuous for all

continuous maps qEXx. Moreover £ is a closed hence compact
group of Xx. For proofs see [l] and [2].

Remark 2. The map a: £X£->£
defines a transformation

sub-semi-

such that (p, t)a = pw' (PEE, tET)

group with phase space £ and phase group T.
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Definition
1. Let A be a non-null closed subset of X. Then A is minimal
under T if ATEA and if whenever B is a non-null closed subset of A with

BTEB, thenP>=.4.
Definition
2. Let xGX. Then x is an almost periodic point under T or T
is pointwise almost periodic at x if [xP]_ is minimal under T. The group T is
said to be pointwise almost periodic if T is pointwise almost periodic at x for
all xGX. This is not the usual definition but a characterization;
see [3, 4.05

and 4.07]. Note that [xT]~=xE
Definition

for all xGX.

3. Let / be a nonvacuous

subset of P. Then 7 is said to be a

right ideal in E or simply an ideal if IEEL

An ideal I is said to be minimal

if whenever K is a nonvacuous subset of / such that KEEK
then K = I.
Notice that in the definition an ideal is not required to be a closed subset of

P.
Remark 3. Let / be a minimal ideal, and let pEE. Then pi is a minimal
ideal. Also, the restriction of cr to IXT defines a transformation
group with
phase space I. This transformation
group will be denoted (7, T, a).
Lemma 1. The following statements hold.

(1) Let 0f^IEE.

Then I is a minimal right ideal if and only if I is mini-

mal under T. Thus every minimal right ideal is closed.
(2) Let I be a minimal right ideal in E. Then xi is a minimal

subset of X

for all xEX, where x/ = U [xp/pEl]-

Proof. (1) Let J be a minimal right ideal, and let pEI. Then pEElEEI
and pE is a right ideal. Thus I = pE which is closed by Remark 1. Now suppose K is a nonvacuous closed subset of J such that KT = U [Kir'/tET]EK.

Then because K is closed and E = G, KEEK, i.e. K is a right ideal; whence
K = I. Thus / is a minimal subset of P.
Conversely, suppose I is a minimal subset of P. Then I is closed and
IGCZI,

whence

IEEl;

i.e. I is a right

ideal.

Now let K be a nonvacuous

right

ideal contained in / and let pEK. Then pEEKEEKEI,
and pE is a closed
subset of I such that pETEpE. Hence by the minimality of I, pE = I. Consequently K = I. The proof is completed.
(2) Let A be a non-null closed subset of xi such that ATEA.
Let
K= [p/pEI
and xpG^4]. Then K is a non-null closed subset of I such that

KTEK. Hence by (1) K = I and so xI=A.
Remark 4. Let K be a closed subset of P such that K2EK. Then by [l,
Lemma 1 ] there exists at least one idempotent
(i.e. an element u of P such
that u2 = u) in K. Thus every minimal right ideal / contains at least one
idempotent.
Lemma (1) shows that there exists at least one minimal right ideal in E

[3, 4.06].
Lemma 2. Let I be a minimal right ideal in E and let J be the set of idempotents of E contained in I. Then:
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(1) pI = IforallpEP
(2) up=p (uEJ,PEI).
(3) If pEI,

then there exist sEI and uEJ

such that pu=p

and ps = sp = u.

(4) If aq=ar with q, rEI and aEE, then q = r.
(5) If u, vEJ with U9*v,then IuC\Iv = 0.

Proof. (1) Let pEP

Then pIQPEI

and pi is a right ideal. Hence

pl=l.
(2) Let uEJ
up=u2q

and pEP

By (1) there exists qEI

with uq=p.

Hence

= uq=p.

(3) Let pEP Set H= [q/qEI and pq=p]. Then by (1) and Remark 1
His a nonempty closed subset of I. Furthermore H2EH- Hence by Remark
4 there exists uEHC\J;
i.e. pu=p. By (1) there exist s, rEI such that ps = u
and sr = u. Then p=pu=psr
= ur = r and so ps = sp = u.

(4) Let p = qa. Then pEI and pq=pr. By (3) there exist sG-f and uEJ
such that sp = u. Then q = uq = spq = spr = ur = r by (2).

(5) Let pu = qv with p, gG-f and «, flG-7. Then pu = pu2 = qvu = qu by (2).
Hence qu=qv and so ra =i>.
Remark 5. Lemma 2 (4) shows that "left cancellation" holds to a limited
extent in £. Also, given pEI (4) and (5) show that the 5 and u guaranteed
in (3) are unique.
Definition
4. Let u, v be two idempotents in £. Then u and v are said
to be equivalent (symbolically u~v) if uv = u and vu=v. Let m~» and v~w.
Then ww = mzw= M!>
= m and a/w = wwM= tOT»
= w; i.e. M~wand so ~ is indeed an
equivalence relation. Lemma 2 (2) shows that if u~v and u, v are in the same
minimal

right

ideal

then

u=v.

Lemma 3. Let £. and Ii be minimal right ideals in E, and let wi be an idempotent in p. Then there exists a unique idempotent u2EIi such that Ui~u2.
Proof. The set Mi/2 is a right ideal contained in Zi. Hence there exists
UiEIi with «iM2= «i, and w2 is unique by Lemma 2 (4). Moreover uiu2 = ui
implies that Uiul = uiu2 whence u\ = Ui by Lemma 2 (4). Similarly there exists
»iG7i with UiVi=Ui and v\ = V\. Then u\ = uiUi = UiUiVi= UiVi=vi by Lemma 2

(2). Thus Mi= i/i and so UiUi= Ui. The proof is completed.
Proposition
1. Let 7i and Ii be two minimal right ideals in E, and let Ji
and Ji be the set of idempotents in h and Ii respectively. Then there exists a map-

ping <f>:
Ii—*Ii such that:
(1) Ji<p= Ji and Uitpr^m for all UiG Ju
(2) d>is one-to-one and onto.
(3) The restriction of <f>to IiUi is a homeomorphism

of IiUi onto Ii(ui<f>)for

all UiEIiProof. For UiEJi let Uid/be the unique element of 72 such that «i~Wi^,
by Lemma 3. Let piEP- Then by Lemma

the existence of which is guaranteed
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2 (2) and Remark 5 there exists a unique UiEJi with piUi=pi. Let pi<j>
= iui(p)pi. If piEJi then pi = ui and pi<p= Ui<p= iuiyp)ui = uiip since Mi^"~Ki;
i.e. <pagrees with yp on Ji.
(1) The definition of ^, and the fact that<£ =\^ on 7i follows from Lemma 3.
(2) Since L and I2 occur symmetrically
in Proposition 1, n: 72—>7isuch
that p2n = iu2t])p2 where p2w2= p2 and m2tjGP with u2r>~u2 is a well defined

mapping of Z2into I\. Let piEIi,
Mi~m2. Since piu2=p\,

UiEJi and piUi=pi. Then p\(p = u2pi where

u2piu2 = u2pi and

iu2pi)r) = iu2r))u2pi = UiU2pi=Uipi=pi

since «i~W2- Hence pi<jyq=pi for all piEL- Similarly p2"n<p
= p2 for all p2EI2The proof of (2) is completed.
(3) Let piEIi, UiEJi, qi=piUi, and w2= Wic&.Then qiUi=qi and so cjic/>
= u2qi. Also aiM2= piMiM2= ^iMi=2i

implies

that

g,i«pG72w2. Hence

iIiUi)<f>

EIiU2. Similarly (/2«2)?7CPwi> whence (P«i)0 = 72m2.
Now let {g"} be a net of elements of 7iWi such that g"—»ffiGPwi. Then
q*<t>
= u2qi^>U2qi=qi<p by Remark 1. Hence the restriction of 0 to 7i«i is a
continuous mapping of pMi onto 72m2.Similarly the restriction of n to 72«2 is
a continuous mapping of 72m2onto Lui. Since <pn= identity on Ii and 17$
= identity on I2, the proof is completed.

Notation.

Henceforth

Af will denote [u/uEL
periodic at x].

Theorem

L will denote U[//J

and u2=u],

1. Let xGX.

minimal right ideal in E],

and ^4 the set [x/xEX

and P is almost

Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) xGA
(2) xExI for all minimal right ideals I.
(3) xGx/(Fj for all minimal
idempotents in I.

right ideals I, where 7(7) denotes the set of

(4) xExM.
(5) xExL.
Proof. (1) implies (2). Let J be a minimal right ideal in P. Then by
Lemma 1 xf is a minimal subset of X. Since xIE

[xT\~ and xG-<4, x/=

whence xGx/.
(2) implies (3). Let I be a minimal right ideal and / = /(/).

[xP]-

Let

H= [p/p EI and xp = x]. By assumption P/V0.
Moreover His a closed subset of I such that H2EH. Hence there exists an idempotent uE H by Re-

mark 4, i.e. uEJ

and xm= x. Thus xExJ.

(3) implies (4) and (4) implies (5) are clear from the definition of Af and

L.
(5) implies (1). Assume (5). Then there exists a minimal right ideal I in
P with xExI. Consequently xtExIt=xIir'ExI
tor all tET, and so [xP]~
ExI since xf is closed. By Lemma 1, x7 is a minimal subset of X. Hence
[xP]~ = x7 since [xP]- is an invariant closed subset of x7. The proof is com-

pleted.
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1. Let xEX. Then [xT]~C\A =xL.

Proof. Let yGxL. Then y = xp where pEI and I is a minimal right ideal.
By Lemma 2 (3) there exists uEI with pu=p. Thus y = xp=xpu=yuEyI,
whence yEA by Theorem 1. Also y = xp implies yE [x£]~.
Now let yE[xT]~C\A.
Then there exists pEE with y = xp. Moreover

yG^4 implies yEyL=xpL=xL

by Remark 3.

Definition
5. Let x, yEX. Then x and y are said to be proximal if given
an index a of X, there exists tET with (xt, yt)Ea. The proximal relation P
is defined to be that subset of XXX consisting of all proximal pairs (x, y)
[2]. The relation P is reflexive and symmetric but in general not transitive.
Theorem 2 is concerned with necessary and sufficient conditions on £ to
insure that P be transitive or in other words that P be an equivalence rela-

tion in X.

Remark 6. In [2] it was remarked that if x, yEX then (x, y)EP

if and

only if there exists pEE with xp=yp. This condition may now be changed to
read (x, y)EP if and only if xr = yr lor all r in some minimal right ideal / in
£. For if xp=xp lor some pEE, then xr =yr for all rEI where I = pK and K
is an arbitrary minimal right ideal in £.

Theorem 2. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) P is an equivalence relation in X.
(2) E contains exactly one minimal right ideal.
Proof. (1) implies (2). Assume (1). By Remark 4 there is at least one
minimal right ideal in £. The proof will be completed by showing that there
is at most one such ideal. Let £ and It be distinct minimal right ideals, and
let UiEIi and UiEIi be idempotents
such that Mi~m2; such exist by Lemma
3. Let xEX and set y = xui and z=xw2. Then yui=xu\ = xui and zui = xu\

= xu2. Thus (x, y)EP

and (x, z)EP

by Remark 6. Hence (y, z)EP

by as-

sumption, and so by Remark 6 there exists a minimal right ideal £ such that
yr = zr for all rEhBy Lemma 3 there exists an idempotent
u^Eh with
Wi~ra2'~M3.

Then

yu3 = zu3 and

y = z. Since x was arbitrary,

y = x«i = x«iW3 = yw3 = ZM3 = xM2W3=XM2 = z; i.e.

«i = w2, a contradiction.

(2) implies (1). Let (x, y)EP

and (y, z)EP,

to show (x, z)EP.

By Re-

mark 6 there exist minimal right ideals £ and 72 such that xr = yr (rG£) and
yp = zp (pEIf). Since by assumption there is but one minimal right ideal I,
xr = yr = zr (rEI). The proof is completed.
Remark
7. The transformation
group (X, T, it) is said to be distal if
P=A [l; 2]. Clearly if P=A then P is an equivalence relation in X and so
by Theorem 2 there is one minimal right ideal I in E. In this case, however,

£ is a group [l] and so I = E.
Corollary

AP\[xT]~

2. Let P be an equivalence

is a closed subset of X.

relation,

and let x E X. Then
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2 and note that 7 = 7 where 7 is the

Corollary
3. Let T be pointwise almost periodic on X. Then the following
statements hold. (1) (x, y)EP if and only if xEyM. (2) P is an equivalence

relation in X if and only if M2EM.
Proof. (1) If xGyAf, then there exists an idempotent
u with x=yu.
Hence xu=yu and (x, y)EP by Remark 6. Conversely suppose (x, y)EPThen by Remark 6 there exists a minimal right ideal 7 with xp=yp (pGT).
Since xG^4, by Theorem
1 there exists «G7(7)CAf
with x = xw. Hence

x = xu = yu Ey M.
(2) Let P be an equivalence

relation,

let 7 be the unique minimal ideal in

P, and J its set of idempotents. Then Af =7 and 72 = 7 by Lemma 2 (2).

Now let M2EM. Let (x, y)EP and let (y, z)EP- Then by (1) xEym and
yEzM. Hence xGzAf2CzAf. The proof is completed.
An interesting problem upon which Theorem 2 sheds some light is the
following: Let 77 be a group of homeomorphisms
of X onto X such that
xht = xth (xGX, hEH, tET). Then what can be said about the almost periodic points under 77? From general considerations
it is known [3, 4.06] that
there is at least one point x0GX at which 77 is pointwise almost periodic. By
the assumptions on 77 and T, this implies that 77 is pointwise almost periodic
at all points of x0T. Thus if x0P = X, 77 is pointwise almost periodic. One
might ask whether the condition that x0F = X could be relaxed to [xP]= X (xGX) and still retain the conclusion that 77 is pointwise almost periodic. The answer is no in general as the following considerations
show. Let
T he abelian, let [xP]~ = X for all xGX, but suppose the transformation
group (XXX, T, n), where ((x, y), t)n = ixt, yt) (x, yEX, tET), is not pointwise almost periodic. Such exist; see [2, Example 4]. Now consider the transformation group (XXX, TXT, £) where

Hx, y) it, s))l = ixt, ys) ix, yEX; I, sET).

Then [(x, y)TXT]~ = XXX for all x, yGX, rit^'' = ^-'7,' (r, s, tET) but Pis
not pointwise almost periodic on XXX.
However, something may be said when P(X,

77, <r) is an equivalence

rela-

tion, where (x, h)a = xh (xGX, hEH).
Corollary

4. Let [xT]~=X

(xGX),

let H be a group of homeomorphisms

of X such that xht = xth (xGX, hEH, tET), let P(X, 77, cr) be an equivalence
relation in X, and let there exist yoEX with [yo77]_=X.

Then [xH]~=X

for

all xEX.
Proof. Let ^4(77) = [x/77 is pointwise almost periodic at x]. Then as was
remarked above there exists x0G-4(77) and so x0PC-4(77).
Consequently
[A (77) ]~ = X. Since P(X, 77, cr) is an equivalence relation in X, [y0H]-r\A (77)
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is closed by Corollary 2. Since [y0H]~=X, this means that A(H) = [A(H)]~;
whence A(H) =X. The proof is completed.
The last part of this paper is concerned with the study of homomorphic
images of the transformation
group (X, T, ir).
Definition
6. Let (F, T, p) be a transformation
group with compact
Hausdorff space F and phase group T, let <p:X—>F be onto, then 0 is a
homomorphism of (X, T, w) onto (Y, T, p) provided that <pis continuous and
ir'dy=<pp' lor all tE T. In [2] it is shown the cp induces a continuous semigroup
homomorphism 0 of £x onto £r such that xp<p= (xd>)(p8) (xEX, pEEx) and
7r'0=p' (tET). The mapping 0 will be referred to as the homomorphism in-

duced by <p[2].
Lemma 4. Let <pbe a homomorphism of (X, T, ir) onto (Y, T, p) and let 8
be the homomorphism induced by <p. Then:
(1) 8 is a homomorphism of (Ex, T, a) onto (Ey, T, a) where (p, t)a = pirt

(PEEX, tET) and (q, t)a = qpl (qEEY, tET).
(2) If I is a right ideal in Ex, then 18 is a right ideal in EY.
(3) If K is a right ideal in Ey, then £0_1 is a right ideal in Ex.
(4) If I is a minimal

right ideal in Ex, then 18 is a minimal

right ideal in

EY.

(5) // (F, T, p) coincides with (X, T, w), i.e. <b is a homomorphism
(X, T, ir) onto (X, T, it), then 8 is the identity map of Ex onto Ex.

of

(6) Let I be a minimal right ideal in Ex, let K = 18, let N be the set of idem-

potents in K, and let H = NS*1Pi I. Then I/H = [pH/p E I] and K/N
= [rN/rEK]
are semigroups where (pH)(qH)=pqH
(p, qEI) and (rN)(sN)
= rsN (r, sEK). If furthermore K/N is a Hausdorff space, then I/H and
K/N are isomorphic.
Proof.

(1) By

[2] 0 is continuous

onto,

and

(pt)d=(pTrt)8

= (p8)(ir'8)

= (p8)pt(pEEx,tEP).
(2) Let rEEY and q = p8EI8 where pG£
psEI and (ps)8=(p8)(s8) =qrEI8.

Pick sEEx with s8 = r. Then

(3) Yet PEK8-1 and sEEx. Then p8EK and (ps)8=(p8)(s8)EK(s8)=K,
whence, ps E K8~x.

(4) Let £ be a right ideal in EY such that KQI8. Then by (3) K8'1 is a

right ideal in Ex. Since K8-xC\Ir*0, ICK8~K Hence I8EK.
(5) By [2] 7r'0 = 7r' (tET) whence 0 is the identity
tinuous and [ir'/tET]
is dense in £x-

on £x since 0 is con-

(6) Let us first show that pEqH if and only if p8E(q8)N (p, qEI). Yet
pEqH; then p8E(qH)8=(qd)N. Conversely, let p8 = (q8)u with uEN. By
Lemma 2 (1) there exists sEI with p=qs. Thus (q8)(s8)=p8 = (q8)u whence
s8 = u by Lemma 2 (4), since £ is a minimal right ideal by (4).
Let r, sEK with r = su, uEN. Then by Lemma 2 (3) there exists vEN
with sv = s. Thus s = sv = suv = rvErN
by Lemma 2 (2). Consequently
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of K and it makes sense to speak of the partition

space K/N.

Let p, qEI with pEqH. Then p9EigO)N and so qOEip9)N whence
qEpH. Thus [p77/pG7] is a partition of 7.
Lemma 2 (2) shows that Nr —r isEK),

whence rNsN = rsN (r, sEK)

and

pHqH=pqH (p, qEI).
The map p-*ip6)N ipEI) of 7 onto K/N is continuous and so the map
v: I/H-^K/N
such that ipH)t) = ipd)N ipEI) is a one-to-one continuous map
of 7/77 onto P/./V. If K/N is Hausdorff, this map is a homomorphism.
Since

ipH-qH)n = iPqH)v = (J><z)<W=
(p0)(00)^= ((#)JV) • ((g0)JV)= ipH)n ■iqH)n,
in this case n is an isomorphism. The proof is completed.
A question which might be raised concerning homeomorphisms
of transformation groups is the following. Suppose c5is a homomorphism of X onto F
and yp is a homomorphism
of Y onto X. Then are X and Y isomorphic? In
general the answer is no. The following lemmas are concerned with this prob-

lem.
Lemma 5. Let I be a minimal right ideal in E and let n be a homomorphism
of the transformation group il, T, <r) onto itself. Then n is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let pG7 and tET. Then by assumption (p7r')»?= (p*?)^'. Hence
ipq)t] = ipn)q (p, qEI) since [ir'/tE P] is dense in E, and left multiplication in
P and n are continuous.
Now let u be an idempotent
in 7 and set r = wn. Then pn = iup)n = iun)p
= rp ipEI) by Lemma 2 (2). Thus if pn=qrj, rp = rq, and so by Lemma 2 (4)
p = q; i.e. v is one-to-one. The proof is completed.
Lemma 6. Let I be a minimal right ideal in E, let <pbe a homomorphism of
il, T, a) onto (F, T, p), and let ypbe a homomorphism of (F, P, p) onto il, T, <r).
Then d>is an isomorphism.

Proof. The map <jsipis a homomorphism
of (7, P, cr) onto (7, T, a). By
Lemma 5 cf>i^is an isomorphism. Therefore <bis an isomorphism.

Lemma 7. Let <p be a homomorphism of (X, T, it) onto (F, T, p) and let
proximal be an equivalence relation in X. Then proximal is an equivalence relation in Y.

Proof. Let 7i and 72 be minimal right ideals in Py. Then 7i0-1 and 720-1
are right ideals in Px. Thus 7C7i0-1f>\720-1 where 7 is the unique minimal
ideal in Px- Hence IiC\I2t^0 and so Ii = I2. The proof is completed.
Definition
7. The transformation
group (X, P, it) is said to be locally
almost periodic provided that if xGX and Fis a neighborhood of x, then there
exist a neighborhood U ol x and a syndetic subset A of Psuch that (i7X^4)ir

= UAEV [3].
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of the enveloping

semigroup

proved

in [2] will be used in the sequel.
If P is a closed equivalence relation in X, then E(X/P,
T) is a group.
If (X, T, it) is a locally almost periodic, then P is a closed equivalence
relation in X and E(X/P,
T) is a compact topological group referred to as
the structure group ol (X, T, w) and denoted Y or Tx.

Theorem
3. Let T be pointwise almost periodic on X, let P be a closed
equivalence relation in X, let I be the unique minimal right ideal in E and J
the set of idempotents in I. Then:
(1) I/J is a compact group.
(2) If T is locally almost periodic on X, then I/J is a compact topological
group isomorphic with the structure group of (X, T, it) [2].
Proof.

(1) Let F=[xP|xG-X"]

and (F, T, p) the transformation

such that (x£, t)p = xtP (xEX, tET). Lettp: X->Fsuch

group

thatxcp = x£ (xEX).

Then cp is a homomorphism
of (X, T, ir) onto (F, T, p). By [2] EY is a group.
Let 0 be the homomorphism of £ onto Ey induced by <p,and let uEJ- Then

u8 = (u2)8=(u8)(u8) and so u8 = e, the identity element of EY. If pEE,
pi is a minimal right ideal and so pi = 1. Consequently

then

p8 = (p8)u8=(pu)8EI8

and so 70 = Ey.
Now suppose p0 = e lor some pEP
Then xpd>= (x<p)(p8)=x(p (xEX).
Consequently
(xp, x)EPBy Corollary 3 there exists v = vxEJ such that
xp=xv, whence xp2=xvp=xp
(xEX) by Lemma 2 (2). Thus p2 = pEJ;
i.e.

J = e8-\ Therefore I/J^EY
(2) Statement

compact

(2) follows

topological

by Lemma 4 (6).
from

(1) and

the fact that

in this case Ey is a

group.

Corollary
5. Let (X, T, it) and (Y, T, p) be locally almost periodic transformation groups, let Yx and Yy be the structure groups of (X, T, it) and( Y, T, p),
and let <f>be a homomorphism of (X, T, it) onto (Y, T, p). Then there exists a
homomorphism of Yx onto Yy.
Proof. Let 0 be the homomorphism
of £x onto Ey induced by cp, let Ix
and Iy be the unique minimal right ideals of £x and Ey, and let Jx and Jy
be the idempotents in Jx and Iy respectively. Then 1x8 = Iy by Lemma 4 (4).
Moreover Jx8EJy implies that the map pJx-^>(p8)Jy (pEIx) is a homomorphism of Ix/Jx onto Iy/'Jy. The proof is completed by Theorem 3.

Corollary
6. If in addition to the hypotheses of Corollary 5, it is assumed
that Yx = Yy and that 8 maps Jx in a one-to-one manner onto Jy, then 0 is an
isomorphism of Ix onto Iy.

Proof. Let H = IxC\Jy8-1. Then JxCH. By Lemma 4 (6) the map
pH-^(p8)JY (pEIx) is an isomorphism of Ix/H onto Iy/Jy. By Corollary 5
the map pJx-^(p8)Jy

(pEIx)

is an isomorphism

of Ix/Jx

onto Iy/Jy

since
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Tx = Ty. Hence the map pH-*pJx

is an isomorphism

of Ix/H
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onto Ix/Jx-

Consequently H=JxNow let p, qEIx with p6 = q9. By Lemma 2 (1) there exists sG7x such

that ps = q. Then pe = q6 = ips)d=ip6)isd) and so ipd)isd) = ip0)isd)2, whence
s6 = isdy by Lemma 2 (4). Thus sOEJy and so sG/y0_ir 7X=77=/x; i.e.
s2 = s.

By Lemma 2 (3) there exists uEJx
with pu=p.
Hence pd=ipd)iu6)
= ip9)isd). Thus u6 = s0 and so« = J since w, sEJx- This means that p=pu
= ps = q. The proof is completed.

Lemma 8. ZeJ P be a closed equivalence relation in X, let I be the unique
minimal right ideal in E and let I be the idempotents in I, and let T = EiX/P, T).
Then there exists a natural one-to-one map ypof I onto TXJ

induced by the pro-

jection dyof X onto X/P.
Proof. Let 0 be the homomorphism

of E onto V induced by <p.Then as in

Theorem 3 10 = T.
Let pEI.

Then by Lemma

2 (3) there exists a unique uEJ

with pu = p.

Set pyp= ip6, u). Let rET and uEJ- Then there exists gG7 with qd = r. Let
p = qu. Then pu=p and p6 = qdud = iq6)e = r. Thus pyp= (r, u) and so ypis onto.
Now suppose pyp= qyp (p, qEI)Let p=pu
and q = qv. Then ipO, u)
= iqd, v) implies that u = v and pd = qd. By Lemma 2 (1) there exists 5G7
with ps = q. Thus p6 = qd=ipv)isv) and so 50 = e whence sE J as in the proof
of Theorem 3. Consequently
q = qv = qu=psu = pu=p.
The proof is com-

pleted.
Remark 9. The map ypdefined in Lemma 8 is in general not continuous.
Theorem 3 and its corollaries indicate that given a compact group T, a
dense subgroup P, and a set J one should be able to construct the minimal
ideal 7 of a locally almost periodic transformation
group (X, T, it) with structure group

r and such that

J is the set of idempotents

in 7. Lemma

8 asserts

that set theoretically
at least 7 is TX7. This idea was used in constructing
Example 4 [2]. There V is the circle group and 7 is a two point set.
An interesting
problem is to provide TXJ with a compact Hausdorff
topology and to determine the action of F on TX7 such that (rX7,
P) is
locally almost periodic.
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